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THE HEPWORTHÂ GALLERY

GEC Andersons stainless steel worktops, sinktops, doors and splashbacks have been chosen for the modern Cafe Bar at The
Hepworth Wakefield art gallery in West Yorkshire, for their contemporary and accurate appearance as well as their hygienic
qualities associated with food service.

The stunning building is formed of ten different sized trapezoidal blocks constructed using pigmented, self-compacting concrete and
was recently listed in The Times Top 50 Galleries in the World.

The continuous stainless steel worktop installed behind the main serving counter of the Cafe Bar incorporates sinks, plinth,
cupboards doors and splashbacks, all in brushed satin stainless steel. With no joins at the sink or upstands, it provides the perfect
solution for areas of food preparation because stainless steel is inherently hygienic and easy to clean.

The worktop area needed to be hard wearing as it is in constant use. Estates Manager for The Hepworth Wakefield, Roy Taylor
said: GEC Anderson stainless steel worktops sit well in this contemporary environment. They have been in-situ for over two years
now and are still as good as the day they were installed.

Café area stainless steel fabrications

Education room sinktops

Stainless steel serving and back bar
counters

Building: The Hepworth, Wakefield - Cafe Back Bar, Staff Room Sinktop and Education Cupboards.
Sector: Culture and Arts
Room Type: Small commercial kitchen
Specifier: David Chipperfield Architects
Contractor: Realm Projects Limited

Founded in England in 1962, GEC Anderson has pioneered the development of made-to-measure stainless steel products. Today,
the company’s range also includes standard and modular stainless steel options. Products include sinks, worktops, cabinets,
shelving, splashbacks, doors and sanitaryware for use in domestic, commercial and specialist environments. All products are
manufactured to ISO 9001 and backed by a comprehensive support service from planning and product specification to installation
and maintenance.
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